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THE  

LAW 

ENFORCEMENT 

AERIAL  

PLATFORM  

SYSTEM 

 

(LEAPS) 
 

 PROVIDES  

AERIAL 

TACTICAL  

AND  

STRATEGIC 

RECONNAISSANCE 

FOR THE  

CITY OF  

LANCASTER 

 AND THE  

LOS ANGELES 

COUNTY  

SHERIFF’S 

DEPARTMENT 

During June 2021, LEAPS was dispatched 112 times for 17.3 hours of 

airborne tactical support. LEAPS provided a total of 46.6 hours of strategic 

surveillance with real-time visible and infrared (IR) imagery within the 

Lancaster and surrounding unincorporated areas in the Antelope Valley 

Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department (LASD) area of responsibility. 

Highlights from this month, include the following: 

LEAPS responded to several vehicle related calls. One was a vehicle 

rollover at 100th East and Avenue J-8.  Another involved a suspect with a 

hand gun in a vehicle at 3rd East and Lancaster Blvd.  LEAPS provided 

coverage of a vehicle shooting paintballs at a truck, followed fleeing 

vehicle to residence two miles away and directed units and LASD 

helicopter to exact address.  LEAPS located and tracked a hit and run 

suspect of a bicyclist at 20th West and Ave I and the suspect was arrested. 

On other calls LEAPS provided support in water theft incidents including 

an uncooperative detention at 200th East and Avenue G. 

LEAPS provided support to Deputies concerning a shoplifter fighting with 

security at Valley Center and Lancaster Blvd resulting in suspect’s arrest. 

Responding to several “individual” calls including (1) a female lying in the 

road at 13th East and Lancaster Blvd, (2) male lying on sidewalk at Fern 

and Jackman, (3) 5-6 males fighting at 17th West and Avenue K, (4) 

female threating to hang self at 150th East and Lancaster Blvd, (5) naked 

man throwing rocks at cars 5th East and Avenue J-8, and (6) directed 

deputies to Yucca and J-8 where a male was in a field with a gun. 

LEAPS provided assistance with several fire calls this month. One was a 

large brush fire 110th West and Avenue J with structure threatened. On 

dispatch to 170th West and Avenue D, LEAPS  responded to a large brush 

fire related to traffic accident.  LEAPS located a female suspect relative to 

a brush fire at Oldfield and Trevor Ave.  At 30th West and Lancaster Blvd 

LEAPS provided overview of a brushfire reported in a homeless camp. 

Deputies were called about a male riding a dirt bike  and doing wheelies in 

the intersection of 10th West and Avenue K-8.  Two hours later, LEAPS 

responded to teens on dirt bikes in street and intersection.  LEAPS was 

dispatched to 45th West and Avenue L-12 concerning motorcycles racing 

in the street. 

LEAPS responded to a domestic disturbance call of a male and female 

fighting at Avenue K and Sierra Highway and was able to provide overview 

to responding Deputies.  LEAPS supported another domestic incident at 

Division and Avenue E-8 involving a female in a gold vehicle attempting to 

run over a male. 

LEAPS was dispatched to 50th East and Avenue I-8 for a potential 

kidnapping of a female being forced into a blue van.  LEAPS directed 

responding deputies and LASD helicopter to the location. 

June 

2021 



SCSI specializes in 

aerial surveillance 

solutions and 

operations at a 

competitive price point.  
 

SCSI can operate the 

LEAPS aircraft seven 

days a week 365 days a 

year for the City of 

Lancaster. 
 

SCSI provides all flight 

operations, training, 

maintenance, and 

technical support for the 

City of Lancaster 

LEAPS aircraft, video 

sensor and ground 

equipment. 
 

CONTACT LEAPS: 

Robert Comperini - 661.723.3148 

bob.comperini@spiraltechinc.com 
www.spiraltechinc.com 
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Includes Emergency Medical 

Service responses, assaults, 

robberies, threats, missing 

persons, person  with gun, 

domestic violence and murder 

PEOPLE 

 

26% 

Includes suspicious persons or 

circumstances, detentions, 

assists in patrol arrests 

ARRESTS AND DETENTIONS 

24% 

 
 

21% 

VEHICLES 
Includes abandoned vehicles, 

traffic stops and accidents, 

auto theft, drunk driving, hit 

and run 

19% 
OBSERVATIONS 
General over flights, virtual 

patrol, stake-outs and non-

specific calls 

 

Including burglary, stolen 

property, vandalism, grand 

theft, petty theft and others 

PROPERTY 

 

 

10% 

To view videos or prior Progress Reports visit 

www.spiraltechinc.com/surveillance/leaps 

Our Current LASD Operational Support Area  

  

You can run, but cannot hide 

mailto:bob.comperini@spiraltechinc.com
http://www.spiraltechinc.com/surveillance/leaps

